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Archer attorney, Peter L. Frattarelli, will chair and moderate the seminar “Labor and Employment – A Paella of

Issues,” to be held on October 25, 2017 at the New Jersey State Bar Association (NJSBA) 2017 Mid-Year Meeting

at the Westin Palace Hotel in Madrid, Spain. Seminar attendees will learn about the latest court law, procedures

and opinions from both sides of labor and employment law.

Along with serving as chair and panel moderator for the program, Mr. Frattarelli will provide attendees with an

update on recent case law. Additional panel members will include other NJSBA Labor and Employment Section

Executive Committee members and a local labor and employment attorney from Spain. This is the 4th year in

which Mr. Frattarelli has been invited by the NJSBA to serve as a speaker at the Mid-Year Meeting.

Mr. Frattarelli is the Chair of Archer’s Labor & Employment Department. Mr. Frattarelli regularly represents

management and employers in labor and employment litigation and proceedings. He has extensive experience

defending employers and individuals against harassment and discrimination lawsuits, as well as before state and

federal administrative agencies. These include claims for race, gender, sex, disability, national origin and age

discrimination. His management defense experience has been in a wide variety of contexts, ranging from

unlawful discipline through wrongful termination. Mr. Frattarelli’s litigation experience also includes an

emphasis on defending against retaliation and “whistleblower” claims. He has handled numerous cases

defending employers against claims of failure to accommodate the needs of disabled persons, including several

cases that sought to extend the disability protection laws against employers and places of public

accommodation.

To learn more about the NJSBA’s 2017 Mid-Year Meeting in Madrid, please click here.

Archer P.C. is a full-service regional law �rm with more than 175 lawyers and eight of�ces in Haddon�eld, Hackensack,

Princeton, Flemington and Red Bank, NJ; Philadelphia, PA.; New York, NY; and Wilmington, DE. The �rm has been serving

Fortune 100 clients, small to medium-sized businesses and individuals for over 85 years. Each of�ce provides full-service

litigation and transactional capabilities in nearly every area of law, including corporate, estate & trust, family & matrimonial,

https://archerlaw.wpengine.com/attorneys/peter-l-frattarelli/
https://tcms.njsba.com/personifyebusiness/MeetingsEvents/2017Mid-YearMeeting.aspx
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labor & employment, litigation, medical & personal injury, and real estate services. For more information,

visit www.archerlaw.com.
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